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Coach Barry Mantle
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Team/Age Group

U8
Time available

Technical skill development
Theme

1 Hour

NOTES
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#449 - Capture the Balls
* 20 x 20 yard area, divide into 3-4 groups depending on numbers
* All balls are in the middle of the area
* On coaches command the front player from each line runs out to get a ball and dribbles it back
to their area/corner
* Keep going until all balls have gone & repeat several times
Progression: Pass balls back to team mate
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Coaching Points
* How do the players turn with the ball? moves to look for inside hook, outside hook, drag back
* Keep the ball close to their body while dribbling - 3 little toes
#464 - Skills Corridor Plus
* 20x20 yard area, create a corridor 10 yards wide, divide players into groups of 2 or 3
* Each player has a ball, each group dribbles through the area changing different directions but
must touch the side of the corridor 2-3 times
* When they get to the end they can dribble back down either side of the corridor and shoot on
the goal, when they are half way through the corridor the next group goes
Progression: Add a GK in goal and defender in corridor
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Coaching Points
* When dribbling keep head up so they don't dribble into other players
* Recognize when to change direction, slow down & speed up based upon other players
movements, change of direction - change of speed
#462
- 1v1
with 2 attackers
* ABC's
of Shooting:
A - Approach/Angle, B - Balance, C - Contact
* 20x25area, divide into 3 groups, 2 attacking and 1 defending (with or without GK's)
* Defender starts in the middle of the field, Blue and Yellow player dribble out at the same time
forcing the defender to choose who they defend against
* Attacker tries to beat defender and shoot on goal
* Unapposed player speed dribbles to goal and shoots
* Next defender comes into the middle for next group
Progression: If the defender wins the ball they become the attacker and original attacker becomes
the defender. They can score in either goal.
Coaching Points
* Head up to see who the defender is approaching
* Decisions - What move to beat defender or speed dribble with the ball to the goal

#943 - Endzone Passing
* 20x35 yard area
* Divide into 2 teams, if odd player play them as a neutral for both teams
* Score by passing the ball into the supporting player in the endzone
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Coaching Points
* 1st touch into space
* Can we see the space? can we see pressure? can we see our players?
* Confidence to see what the next decision is? pass or dribble?
* Supporting players - movement off the ball
* If there is limited flow to the game have 2 neutral players so the team attacking always has more
players to attack with than the defending team
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